Research Proves Miele captures fine particles

"One can assert with absolute certainty that the Miele vacuum cleaner produces hundreds to thousands times fewer particles than the other vacuum cleaners tested."

-Magee Scientific

The air exhausted from Miele 300/400 series vacuum cleaners with a HEPA filter is almost as pure as the air in Antarctica.

The Environmental and Occupational Health Sciences Institute conducted research comparing a Miele vacuum cleaner to eight leading vacuum cleaners. Test results show the Miele Sealed System vacuum cleaner with HEPA filter captures hundreds to thousands times more fine motor particles per minute.

Sources:
- Interpretation of IBR Particle Number Data from Testing of Vacuum Cleaners. Anthony D. A. Hanson, Ph.D., Magee Scientific. April 1997

Miels makes no health claims. Consult your physician if you are purchasing for health purposes.